
Franklin High School
2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Report

Time Trends by Sex and by Grade
Winnipesaukee Public Health Region

Introduction
The 2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) report presents data which demonstrate the association between health-risk behaviors by sex
and grade. We hope this report is useful in understanding high school student behaviors and assists you in developing educational programs,
curriculum and communication tools to encourage and support healthy behaviors among students in your communities.

School-level Estimates
The 2021 survey response rate at Franklin High School was 69%, meaning 185 of 269 enrolled students took the survey1. School-level
estimates are unweighted and based on a convenience sample of students in attendance and not opting out of participation in the YRBS on a
given date and time during the school year. Results could be less representative if specific classrooms or classroom types were not included in
the survey. To account for this and provide risk-behavior estimates for the entire school, we extrapolated survey results using school enrollment
data.

State and Regional Estimates
State and regional estimates are calculated from a random sample developed using scientific survey methods. These methods ensure the
respondents are representative of students in the region in the state. The results account for student, classroom, school, and regional factors.
The random sample is not designed to provide school-level estimates. Note: access to region-level results were first made available in 2015
and are not available prior to that year.
Data that had a representative sample of students, appropriate documentation, and an overall response rate greater than or equal to 60%2

were weighted.

This report is produced in a partnership with the NH Department of Education and the NH Department of Health and Human
Services.

Responses by Sex and Grade*

*Total students in bar graphs may not ref lect the total surveyed as some students may choose not to self-identify by sex or grade. 

1Total students in bar graphs may not ref lect the total surveyed as some students may choose not to self-identify by sex or grade. 
2Overall response rate is computed as (number of participating schools/number of eligible sampled schools) X (number of usable questionnaires/number of eligible students sampled in participating schools), rounded
to the nearest integer.

Regional Public Health Network Substance Misuse Prevention Coordinators are available to assist schools in coordinating
community projects that promote healthy behaviors and educate school officials and stakeholders. Coordinators may also assist
schools in obtaining school and community grant funding.
Your contact is:
Winnipesaukee Public Health Region: Kimbly Wade;
Phone: 603-707-5867; email: kwade@pphnh.org  ; website: https://www.pphnh.org/

Help and assistance
Questions on this report
Health Statistics and Data Management
Division of Public Health Services - State of NH
NH.YouthRiskBehaviorSurvey@dhhs.nh.gov; (603) 271-4988; 

Notes

mailto:kwade@pphnh.org
https://www.pphnh.org/
mailto:NH.YouthRiskBehaviorSurvey@dhhs.nh.gov


You may find very small discrepancies between the 2021 estimates reported in this report and the results reported two years ago. The
differences are caused by an improved data cleaning routine in the new survey. The results from this 2021 analysis and reports should be used
if you find any discrepancies.

Change Log
v2.0: Final report released March 13, 2023.
v1.0: Preliminary report released October 7, 2022.



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who tried marijuana for the first time before age 13 years

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  10.5  -  6.6
2015  11.5  6.1  6.1
2017  11.2  6.8  5.3
2019  10.1  6.5  4.7
2021  9.6  7.1  4.3

Sex (2021)
Female  9.8  7.0  4.1

Male  9.6  7.3  4.5
Grade (2021)

09th  15.3  8.7  4.8
10th  s  5.4  4.2
11th  s  5.8  3.8
12th  17.6  7.4  3.9

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How old were you when you tried marijuana for the first time?
a: I have never tried marijuana; b: 8 years old or younger; c: 9 or 10 years old; d: 11 or 12 years old; e: 13 or 14 years old; f: 15 or 16 years
old; g: 17 years old or older; 
Numerator: bcd; denominator: abcdefg; 
Question number: 2021q49; 2019q44; 2017q44; 2015q42; 2013q46;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who currently used marijuana (one or more times) during the past 30 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  24.6  -  24.4
2015  30.4  25.0  22.2
2017  31.8  22.5  23.1
2019  37.4  29.0  26.1
2021  22.6  22.6  17.8

Sex (2021)
Female  24.4  23.8  18.6

Male  21.3  20.9  16.9
Grade (2021)

09th  17.2  12.5  8.7
10th  27.7  18.1  13.4
11th  15.8  27.8  21.9
12th  32.4  32.2  28.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, how many times did you use marijuana?
a: 0 times; b: 1 or 2 times; c: 3 to 9 times; d: 10 to 19 times; e: 20 to 39 times; f: 40 or more times; 
Numerator: bcdef; denominator: abcdef; 
Question number: 2021q50; 2019q45; 2017q45; 2015q43; 2013q47;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who ever used synthetic marijuana (one or more times during their life)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  15.9  14.3  10.1

Sex (2021)
Female  18.5  17.0  11.5

Male  13.8  11.9  8.6
Grade (2021)

09th  13.8  7.4  5.9
10th  25.5  11.6  7.8
11th  16.2  19.9  12.1
12th  s  18.8  14.6

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During your life, how many times have you used synthetic marijuana?
a: 0 times; b: 1 or 2 times; c: 3 to 9 times; d: 10 to 19 times; e: 20 to 39 times; f: 40 or more times; 
Numerator: bcdef; denominator: abcdef; 
Question number: 2021q51; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who ever took prescription pain medicine without a doctor’s prescription or

differently than how a doctor told them to use it

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  15.3  12.9  9.8

Sex (2021)
Female  18.3  16.7  11.4

Male  12.8  9.3  8.1
Grade (2021)

09th  20.3  11.8  9.0
10th  17.0  12.3  9.9
11th  s  14.9  10.4
12th  s  12.2  9.7

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During your life, how many times have you taken prescription pain medicine without a doctor’s
prescription or differently than how a doctor told you to use it?
a: 0 times; b: 1 or 2 times; c: 3 to 9 times; d: 10 to 19 times; e: 20 to 39 times; f: 40 or more times; 
Numerator: bcdef; denominator: abcdef; 
Question number: 2021q52; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who currently took a prescription drug without a doctor’s prescription (such as
OxyContin, Percocet, Vicodin, codeine, Adderall, Ritalin, or Xanax, one or more times) during the past 30 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  9.9  -  7.6
2015  7.1  7.4  6.8
2017  4.3  6.0  5.2
2019  6.5  4.6  4.3
2021  6.7  5.0  4.4

Sex (2021)
Female  8.4  5.4  4.7

Male  5.3  4.4  4.1
Grade (2021)

09th  s  6.0  4.0
10th  s  4.6  4.0
11th  s  5.4  4.3
12th  s  3.5  5.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, how many times did you take a prescription drug (such as OxyContin,
Percocet, Vicodin, codeine, Adderall, Ritalin, or Xanax) without a doctor’s prescription?
a: 0 times; b: 1 or 2 times; c: 3 to 9 times; d: 10 to 19 times; e: 20 to 39 times; f: 40 or more times; 
Numerator: bcdef; denominator: abcdef; 
Question number: 2021q53; 2019q51; 2017q51; 2015q52; 2013q55;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who ever used heroin (also called smack, junk, or China White) one or more

times during their life

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  3.7  -  2.7
2015  3.0  2.1  2.4
2017  s  1.9  1.8
2019  s  0.7  1.5
2021  s  1.3  1.4

Sex (2021)
Female  s  1.5  0.8

Male  s  1.2  1.8
Grade (2021)

09th  s  1.8  0.8
10th  s  1.4  0.7
11th  s  1.0  1.6
12th  0.0  0.4  1.9

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During your life, how many times have you used heroin (also called smack, junk, or China White)?
a: 0 times; b: 1 or 2 times; c: 3 to 9 times; d: 10 to 19 times; e: 20 to 39 times; f: 40 or more times; 
Numerator: bcdef; denominator: abcdef; 
Question number: 2021q54; 2019q47; 2017q46; 2015q47; 2013q51;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who ever used methamphetamines (also called speed, crystal meth, crank, ice,

or meth) one or more times during their life

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  2.0  -  2.9
2015  3.0  1.6  2.5
2017  2.6  2.2  1.8
2019  s  0.6  1.7
2021  3.4  1.9  1.6

Sex (2021)
Female  s  2.2  1.2

Male  s  1.7  1.9
Grade (2021)

09th  s  2.9  0.9
10th  s  1.6  1.0
11th  s  1.0  1.7
12th  0.0  1.6  2.3

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During your life, how many times have you used methamphetamines (also called speed, crystal meth,
crank, ice, or meth)?
a: 0 times; b: 1 or 2 times; c: 3 to 9 times; d: 10 to 19 times; e: 20 to 39 times; f: 40 or more times; 
Numerator: bcdef; denominator: abcdef; 
Question number: 2021q55; 2019q48; 2017q47; 2015q48; 2013q52;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who ever used ecstasy

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  3.4  2.1  2.5

Sex (2021)
Female  s  1.9  2.1

Male  5.3  2.3  2.9
Grade (2021)

09th  s  2.6  1.3
10th  s  2.8  1.9
11th  s  1.3  2.9
12th  0.0  1.1  3.5

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During your life, how many times have you used ecstasy (also called MDMA or Molly)?
a: 0 times; b: 1 or 2 times; c: 3 to 9 times; d: 10 to 19 times; e: 20 to 39 times; f: 40 or more times; 
Numerator: bcdef; denominator: abcdef; 
Question number: 2021q56; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who were offered, sold, or given an illegal drug on school property during the

past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  17.7  -  20.1
2015  16.0  13.2  16.5
2017  16.8  17.4  16.3
2019  26.3  21.5  20.3
2021  17.3  17.9  15.9

Sex (2021)
Female  15.5  18.2  16.5

Male  19.1  17.9  15.3
Grade (2021)

09th  18.3  14.7  13.5
10th  17.0  15.2  14.5
11th  13.2  18.6  17.4
12th  20.6  23.2  18.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, has anyone offered, sold, or given you an illegal drug on school
property?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q57; 2019q52; 2017q52; 2015q53; 2013q56;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Perceptions
Number and Percent of students who recall hearing, reading, or seeing a public message about avoiding alcohol

or other illegal drugs during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  65.9  -  66.9
2015  75.8  75.8  79.6
2017  62.2  63.8  68.6
2019  67.9  75.0  70.2
2021  63.5  62.8  59.6

Sex (2021)
Female  65.1  65.1  61.8

Male  62.8  60.6  57.7
Grade (2021)

09th  68.3  61.0  55.8
10th  66.0  67.1  60.9
11th  48.6  65.5  61.5
12th  67.6  57.6  61.0

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, do you recall hearing, reading, or seeing a public message about
avoiding alcohol or other illegal drugs?
a: Yes; b: No; c: Not sure; 
Numerator: a; denominator: abc; 
Question number: 2021q58; 2019q53; 2017q53; 2015q78; 2013q99;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Perceptions
Number and Percent of students who think people are at great risk of harming themselves (physically or in other

ways) if they take a prescription drug without a doctor’s prescription (such as OxyContin, Percocet, Vicodin,
codeine, Adderall, Ritalin, or Xanax)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  63.1  -  63.0
2015  61.4  62.0  62.8
2017  66.4  60.8  63.2
2019  51.7  57.2  56.7
2021  38.7  46.7  48.9

Sex (2021)
Female  41.5  48.7  52.1

Male  36.3  45.2  46.2
Grade (2021)

09th  30.5  41.1  44.6
10th  34.8  43.5  47.1
11th  55.9  51.7  51.6
12th  41.2  51.6  53.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How much do you think people risk harming themselves (physically or in other ways) if they take a
prescription drug (such as OxyContin, Percocet, Vicodin, codeine, Adderall, Ritalin, or Xanax) without a doctor’s prescription?
a: No risk; b: Slight risk; c: Moderate risk; d: Great risk; 
Numerator: d; denominator: abcd; 
Question number: 2021q95; 2019q90; 2017q87; 2015q86; 2013q84;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Perceptions
Number and Percent of students who reported that their friends feel it would be wrong or very wrong for them to

smoke marijuana

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  41.2  -  41.0
2015  31.1  44.1  42.9
2017  25.0  36.6  37.3
2019  28.6  33.0  37.7
2021  40.8  39.4  45.5

Sex (2021)
Female  43.9  38.5  44.6

Male  37.4  40.6  46.8
Grade (2021)

09th  50.8  56.2  63.0
10th  39.1  43.3  50.3
11th  34.3  33.1  38.8
12th  32.4  23.1  28.3

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How wrong do your friends feel it would be for you to smoke marijuana?
a: Very wrong; b: Wrong; c: A little bit wrong; d: Not at all wrong; e: Not sure; 
Numerator: ab; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q97; 2019q92; 2017q90; 2015q89; 2013q87;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Perceptions
Number and Percent of students who reported that their friends feel it would be wrong or very wrong for them to
take a prescription drug without a doctor’s prescription (such as OxyContin, Percocet, Vicodin, codeine, Adderall,

Ritalin, or Xanax)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  78.9  -  77.7
2015  75.7  82.1  81.4
2017  77.2  77.0  80.5
2019  71.4  81.7  83.6
2021  74.6  77.6  81.1

Sex (2021)
Female  75.3  79.4  83.1

Male  73.6  76.3  79.7
Grade (2021)

09th  69.0  75.6  79.8
10th  73.9  74.6  81.4
11th  85.7  86.0  81.4
12th  73.5  73.9  82.3

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How wrong do your friends feel it would be for you to take a prescription drug (such as OxyContin,
Percocet, Vicodin, codeine, Adderall, Ritalin, or Xanax) without a doctor’s prescription?
a: Very wrong; b: Wrong; c: A little bit wrong; d: Not at all wrong; e: Not sure; 
Numerator: ab; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q98; 2019q93; 2017q91; 2015q90; 2013q88;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Perceptions
Number and Percent of students who reported that their parents feel it would be wrong or very wrong for them to

smoke marijuana

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  77.6  -  82.4
2015  73.8  80.3  83.0
2017  67.4  75.9  78.8
2019  66.8  74.8  78.5
2021  71.8  73.1  79.7

Sex (2021)
Female  69.5  73.4  79.8

Male  73.6  72.3  79.8
Grade (2021)

09th  76.3  81.5  86.7
10th  71.7  75.9  84.1
11th  80.0  74.5  77.9
12th  55.9  59.3  69.5

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How wrong do your parents feel it would be for you to smoke marijuana?
a: Very wrong; b: Wrong; c: A little bit wrong; d: Not at all wrong; e: Not sure; 
Numerator: ab; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q101; 2019q96; 2017q94; 2015q93; 2013q91;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Perceptions
Number and Percent of students who reported that their parents feel it would be wrong or very wrong for them to
take a prescription drug without a doctor’s prescription (such as OxyContin, Percocet, Vicodin, codeine, Adderall,

Ritalin, or Xanax)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  94.6  -  94.1
2015  94.0  94.5  94.9
2017  92.2  93.5  94.2
2019  92.3  95.2  95.5
2021  91.3  92.1  93.0

Sex (2021)
Female  89.0  92.1  93.2

Male  93.3  91.9  93.1
Grade (2021)

09th  86.2  89.6  92.5
10th  93.5  91.8  93.6
11th  91.2  95.2  93.4
12th  97.1  92.2  93.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How wrong do your parents feel it would be for you to take a prescription drug (such as OxyContin,
Percocet, Vicodin, codeine, Adderall, Ritalin, or Xanax) without a doctor’s prescription?
a: Very wrong; b: Wrong; c: A little bit wrong; d: Not at all wrong; e: Not sure; 
Numerator: ab; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q102; 2019q97; 2017q95; 2015q94; 2013q92;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Perceptions
Number and Percent of students who think it would be very easy for them to get some marijuana if they wanted to

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  45.9  -  47.1
2015  52.4  41.7  41.6
2017  50.9  43.9  41.4
2019  51.4  43.8  39.0
2021  36.4  35.0  24.4

Sex (2021)
Female  39.5  35.9  24.8

Male  34.1  34.6  24.2
Grade (2021)

09th  27.6  22.2  14.5
10th  37.0  30.7  18.9
11th  34.3  38.7  28.3
12th  52.9  49.6  36.9

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: If you wanted to get some marijuana, how hard or easy would it be for you to get some?
a: Very hard; b: Sort of hard; c: Sort of easy; d: Very easy; 
Numerator: d; denominator: abcd; 
Question number: 2021q104; 2019q99; 2017q98; 2015q98; 2013q96;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Drug Use - Perceptions
Number and Percent of students who think it would be very easy for them to get some prescription drug without a
doctor’s prescription if they wanted to (such as OxyContin, Percocet, Vicodin, codeine, Adderall, Ritalin, or Xanax)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  14.5  -  17.1
2015  12.0  14.3  14.7
2017  13.9  12.8  13.5
2019  14.2  10.4  10.0
2021  7.6  6.8  6.3

Sex (2021)
Female  s  4.7  6.5

Male  9.9  8.2  6.1
Grade (2021)

09th  s  6.2  6.3
10th  10.9  7.1  5.6
11th  s  6.0  5.7
12th  s  7.9  7.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: If you wanted to get a prescription drug (such as OxyContin, Percocet, Vicodin, codeine, Adderall,
Ritalin, or Xanax) without a doctor’s prescription, how hard or easy would it be for you to get some?
a: Very hard; b: Sort of hard; c: Sort of easy; d: Very easy; 
Numerator: d; denominator: abcd; 
Question number: 2021q105; 2019q100; 2017q99; 2015q99; 2013q98;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Alcohol Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who drove a car or other vehicle when they had been drinking alcohol (one or

more times, among students who had driven a car or other vehicle) during the past 30 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  8.8  -  8.4
2015  10.3  9.5  6.3
2017  6.7  5.4  5.8
2019  10.6  4.4  4.7
2021  6.3  5.1  4.6

Sex (2021)
Female  s  4.9  4.0

Male  s  5.3  5.0
Grade (2021)

09th  s  11.0  3.8
10th  s  1.5  1.4
11th  s  3.3  4.1
12th  0.0  6.3  6.7

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, how many times did you drive a car or other vehicle when you had been
drinking alcohol?
a: I did not drive a car or other vehicle during the past 30 days; b: 0 times; c: 1 time; d: 2 or 3 times; e: 4 or 5 times; f: 6 or more times; 
Numerator: cdef; denominator: bcdef; 
Question number: 2021q13; 2019q13; 2017q13; 2015q13; 2013q13;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Alcohol Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who had their first drink of alcohol before age 13 years (other than a few sips)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  17.0  -  11.9
2015  17.9  13.0  10.8
2017  18.8  13.0  10.7
2019  18.2  10.9  10.4
2021  12.9  11.4  10.0

Sex (2021)
Female  17.7  10.1  10.1

Male  8.8  12.5  9.8
Grade (2021)

09th  18.2  14.0  13.0
10th  s  11.2  9.5
11th  13.5  10.7  7.9
12th  s  9.1  8.7

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How old were you when you had your first drink of alcohol other than a few sips?
a: I have never had a drink of alcohol other than a few sips; b: 8 years old or younger; c: 9 or 10 years old; d: 11 or 12 years old; e: 13 or 14
years old; f: 15 or 16 years old; g: 17 years old or older; 
Numerator: bcd; denominator: abcdefg; 
Question number: 2021q45; 2019q40; 2017q40; 2015q38; 2013q40;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Alcohol Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who currently drank alcohol (at least one drink of alcohol, on at least 1 day)

during the past 30 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  34.3  -  32.9
2015  41.7  34.5  29.9
2017  33.2  30.2  29.6
2019  32.4  29.9  26.8
2021  20.4  21.2  21.3

Sex (2021)
Female  26.9  25.4  24.8

Male  14.8  17.5  18.1
Grade (2021)

09th  18.2  10.2  10.2
10th  24.4  17.7  16.0
11th  13.9  23.4  23.5
12th  25.8  34.3  37.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, on how many days did you have at least one drink of alcohol?
a: 0 days; b: 1 or 2 days; c: 3 to 5 days; d: 6 to 9 days; e: 10 to 19 days; f: 20 to 29 days; g: All 30 days; 
Numerator: bcdefg; denominator: abcdefg; 
Question number: 2021q46; 2019q41; 2017q41; 2015q39; 2013q41;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Alcohol Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who currently were binge drinking (had 4 or more drinks of alcohol in a row for
female students or 5 or more drinks of alcohol in a row for male students, on at least 1 day) during the past 30

days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  17.2  17.1  14.4
2021  7.3  11.6  11.2

Sex (2021)
Female  6.0  13.6  12.0

Male  8.5  10.0  10.5
Grade (2021)

09th  8.3  4.9  3.9
10th  s  7.9  6.9
11th  s  12.5  13.0
12th  s  20.9  21.7

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, on how many days did you have 4 or more drinks of alcohol in a row, that is,
within a couple of hours (if you are female) or 5 or more drinks of alcohol in a row, that is, within a couple of hours (if you are male)?
a: 0 days; b: 1 day; c: 2 days; d: 3 to 5 days; e: 6 to 9 days; f: 10 to 19 days; g: 20 or more days; 
Numerator: bcdefg; denominator: abcdefg; 
Question number: 2021q47; 2019q42; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Alcohol Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who usually got the alcohol they drank by someone giving it to them (among

students who currently drank alcohol) during the past 30 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  33.0  -  40.3
2015  27.8  39.5  42.3
2017  34.7  39.2  40.1
2019  25.4  32.8  35.9
2021  32.4  41.3  40.5

Sex (2021)
Female  42.9  52.8  43.9

Male  s  26.5  36.3
Grade (2021)

09th  s  42.3  30.9
10th  45.5  43.7  41.2
11th  s  50.4  39.7
12th  s  34.2  44.9

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, how did you usually get the alcohol you drank?
a: I did not drink alcohol during the past 30 days; b: I bought it in a store such as a liquor store, convenience store, supermarket, discount
store, or gas station; c: I bought it at a restaurant, bar, or club; d: I bought it at a public event such as a concert or sporting event; e: I gave
someone else money to buy it for me; f: Someone gave it to me; g: I took it from a store or family member; h: I got it some other way; 
Numerator: f; denominator: bcdefgh; 
Question number: 2021q48; 2019q43; 2017q43; 2015q41; 2013q44;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Alcohol Use - Perceptions
Number and Percent of students who reported that their friends feel it would be wrong or very wrong for them to

have one or two drinks of an alcoholic beverage nearly every day (beer, wine, or liquor)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  44.7  -  53.3
2015  43.4  51.8  57.1
2017  40.7  49.8  56.7
2019  53.8  58.3  65.4
2021  54.7  55.9  62.7

Sex (2021)
Female  56.2  57.5  65.0

Male  52.7  54.9  61.0
Grade (2021)

09th  56.9  64.3  68.7
10th  51.1  57.9  62.9
11th  57.1  56.1  61.1
12th  52.9  45.3  57.9

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How wrong do your friends feel it would be for you to have one or two drinks of an alcoholic beverage
(beer, wine, or liquor) nearly every day?
a: Very wrong; b: Wrong; c: A little bit wrong; d: Not at all wrong; e: Not sure; 
Numerator: ab; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q96; 2019q91; 2017q89; 2015q88; 2013q86;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Alcohol Use - Perceptions
Number and Percent of students who approve or strongly approve of someone their age having one or two drinks

of alcohol nearly every day (beer, wine, or liquor)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  7.5  -  7.3
2015  6.4  8.4  8.1
2017  7.0  6.0  6.3
2019  10.4  6.6  5.0
2021  6.4  5.4  5.0

Sex (2021)
Female  6.2  5.0  4.3

Male  6.6  6.0  5.8
Grade (2021)

09th  8.5  5.1  4.5
10th  s  4.8  4.3
11th  s  3.7  5.4
12th  s  7.9  6.0

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How do you feel about someone your age having one or two drinks of alcohol (beer, wine, or liquor)
nearly every day?
a: Strongly approve; b: Approve; c: Neither approve nor disapprove; d: Disapprove; e: Strongly disapprove; 
Numerator: ab; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q99; 2019q94; 2017q92; 2015q95; 2013q93;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Alcohol Use - Perceptions
Number and Percent of students who reported that their parents feel it would be wrong or very wrong for them to

have one or two drinks of an alcoholic beverage nearly every day (beer, wine or liquor)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  84.0  -  88.7
2015  85.7  88.4  89.3
2017  83.9  87.7  89.1
2019  83.6  90.0  90.9
2021  86.2  85.8  87.9

Sex (2021)
Female  91.5  87.2  89.2

Male  82.4  84.3  87.0
Grade (2021)

09th  88.1  91.0  89.4
10th  87.0  84.5  89.3
11th  85.7  86.3  88.2
12th  82.4  81.9  85.3

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How wrong do your parents feel it would be for you to have one or two drinks of an alcoholic
beverage (beer, wine, or liquor) nearly every day?
a: Very wrong; b: Wrong; c: A little bit wrong; d: Not at all wrong; e: Not sure; 
Numerator: ab; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q100; 2019q95; 2017q93; 2015q92; 2013q90;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Alcohol Use - Perceptions
Number and Percent of students who think it would be very easy for them to get some alcohol if they wanted to

(beer, wine, or liquor)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  33.6  -  41.5
2015  38.2  37.4  37.6
2017  44.3  38.3  38.9
2019  30.1  32.2  31.6
2021  23.1  29.0  25.1

Sex (2021)
Female  24.7  29.9  25.6

Male  22.0  29.0  24.7
Grade (2021)

09th  25.9  22.8  19.4
10th  17.4  25.4  21.1
11th  25.7  30.1  25.7
12th  23.5  38.2  34.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: If you wanted to get some alcohol (beer, wine, or liquor) how hard or easy would it be for you to get
some?
a: Very hard; b: Sort of hard; c: Sort of easy; d: Very easy; 
Numerator: d; denominator: abcd; 
Question number: 2021q103; 2019q98; 2017q97; 2015q97; 2013q95;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual and Dating Violence
Number and Percent of students who were ever physically forced to have sexual intercourse when they did not

want to

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  7.4  -  5.7
2015  7.4  7.7  6.3
2017  10.6  7.5  5.8
2019  10.8  9.4  6.7
2021  9.4  10.9  8.8

Sex (2021)
Female  17.1  19.0  13.9

Male  s  3.4  3.7
Grade (2021)

09th  s  7.3  5.4
10th  10.9  9.0  7.9
11th  s  12.1  9.5
12th  18.2  15.6  12.8

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Have you ever been physically forced to have sexual intercourse when you did not want to?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q22; 2019q20; 2017q20; 2015q18; 2013q18;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual and Dating Violence
Number and Percent of students who have ever been made do unwanted sexual things by an adult or person at

least 5 years older than themselves

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  9.5  10.5  7.9

Sex (2021)
Female  15.9  17.2  12.3

Male  s  2.8  3.4
Grade (2021)

09th  s  9.8  6.0
10th  19.1  8.8  7.7
11th  s  12.3  8.2
12th  14.7  10.7  9.7

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Has an adult or person at least 5 years older than you ever made you do sexual things that you did
not want to do? (Count such things as kissing, touching, or being made to have sexual intercourse.)
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q23; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual and Dating Violence
Number and Percent of students who experienced sexual violence (being forced by anyone to do sexual things

that they did not want to, one or more times) during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  11.1  10.6  9.5
2019  16.4  11.5  10.1
2021  10.3  12.1  11.4

Sex (2021)
Female  19.5  21.1  17.7

Male  s  2.9  5.2
Grade (2021)

09th  s  9.3  8.5
10th  15.6  12.1  10.6
11th  s  13.7  12.5
12th  15.6  13.2  14.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, how many times did anyone force you to do sexual things that you did not
want to do? (Count such things as kissing, touching, or being physically forced to have sexual intercourse.)
a: 0 times; b: 1 time; c: 2 or 3 times; d: 4 or 5 times; e: 6 or more times; 
Numerator: bcde; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q24; 2019q21; 2017q21; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual and Dating Violence
Number and Percent of students who experienced sexual dating violence (one or more times, among students

who dated or went out with someone during the past 12 months)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  14.5  -  10.2
2015  13.6  14.4  11.7
2017  10.5  8.0  7.3
2019  11.7  9.1  7.8
2021  9.8  11.2  9.6

Sex (2021)
Female  16.0  18.7  15.4

Male  s  2.0  3.3
Grade (2021)

09th  s  6.3  6.7
10th  s  13.5  9.8
11th  s  15.0  10.4
12th  s  8.3  10.8

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, how many times did someone you were dating or going out with force you
to do sexual things that you did not want to do? (Count such things as kissing, touching, or being physically forced to have sexual intercourse.)
a: I did not date or go out with anyone during the past 12 months; b: 0 times; c: 1 time; d: 2 or 3 times; e: 4 or 5 times; f: 6 or more times; 
Numerator: cdef; denominator: bcdef; 
Question number: 2021q25; 2019q22; 2017q22; 2015q19; 2013q20;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual and Dating Violence
Number and Percent of students who experienced physical dating violence (one or more times, among students

who dated or went out with someone) during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  10.9  -  7.4
2015  13.0  10.2  7.8
2017  12.3  9.2  7.9
2019  9.8  9.6  7.0
2021  12.0  8.7  8.7

Sex (2021)
Female  16.4  11.2  11.1

Male  s  5.3  5.8
Grade (2021)

09th  15.2  5.0  6.0
10th  s  9.3  9.4
11th  s  10.8  8.3
12th  s  8.3  10.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, how many times did someone you were dating or going out with physically
hurt you on purpose? (Count such things as being hit, slammed into something, or injured with an object or weapon.)
a: I did not date or go out with anyone during the past 12 months; b: 0 times; c: 1 time; d: 2 or 3 times; e: 4 or 5 times; f: 6 or more times; 
Numerator: cdef; denominator: bcdef; 
Question number: 2021q26; 2019q23; 2017q23; 2015q21; 2013q19;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual and Dating Violence
Number and Percent of students who reported someone they were dating or going out with purposely tried to

control them or emotionally hurt them one or more times (among students who dated or went out with someone)
during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  28.7  28.5  25.5
2019  33.6  32.8  26.5
2021  32.1  35.3  31.8

Sex (2021)
Female  48.1  44.9  40.3

Male  16.7  22.7  22.4
Grade (2021)

09th  30.3  30.0  29.2
10th  34.5  37.8  33.4
11th  19.2  42.6  33.2
12th  47.6  29.6  31.3

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, how many times did someone you were dating or going out with purposely
try to control you or emotionally hurt you? (Count such things as being told who you could and could not spend time with, being humiliated in
front of others, or being threatened if you did not do what they wanted.)
a: I did not date or go out with anyone during the past 12 months; b: 0 times; c: 1 time; d: 2 or 3 times; e: 4 or 5 times; f: 6 or more times; 
Numerator: cdef; denominator: bcdef; 
Question number: 2021q27; 2019q24; 2017q24; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual and Dating Violence
Number and Percent of students who have experienced an unwanted sexual advance because of another

student’s drinking (one or more times) during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  5.7  -  6.8
2015  5.6  5.9  5.5
2017  -  -  -
2019  6.5  7.1  4.9
2021  4.4  5.9  4.8

Sex (2021)
Female  7.2  10.0  6.8

Male  s  2.3  2.9
Grade (2021)

09th  s  4.4  1.8
10th  0.0  3.9  3.5
11th  s  5.7  6.6
12th  s  9.4  7.6

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, how many times have you experienced an unwanted sexual advance
because of another student’s drinking?
a: I did not experience an unwanted sexual advance during the past 12 months; b: 0 times; c: 1 time; d: 2 or 3 times; e: 4 or 5 times; f: 6 or more
times; 
Numerator: cdef; denominator: abcdef; 
Question number: 2021q28; 2019q25; 2017q999; 2015q20; 2013q21;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual and Dating Violence
Number and Percent of students who forced someone they were dating or going out with to do sexual things that

they did not want to do (among students who dated or went out with someone) during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  3.6  2.5  2.2
2019  s  2.2  1.5
2021  s  1.4  2.7

Sex (2021)
Female  s  0.2  1.8

Male  s  3.0  3.7
Grade (2021)

09th  s  1.5  2.7
10th  s  1.6  2.1
11th  0.0  0.9  2.8
12th  0.0  1.7  3.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, did you ever force someone you were dating or going out with to do
sexual things that they did not want to do? (Count such things as kissing, touching, or physically forcing them to have sexual intercourse.)
a: I did not date or go out with anyone during the past 12 months; b: Yes; c: No; 
Numerator: b; denominator: bc; 
Question number: 2021q29; 2019q26; 2017q25; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual Risk - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who ever had sexual intercourse

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  51.2  -  42.8
2015  48.9  42.6  39.4
2017  46.4  42.0  38.9
2019  46.1  48.1  39.8
2021  30.7  34.9  29.3

Sex (2021)
Female  33.8  38.0  30.6

Male  28.4  32.4  28.0
Grade (2021)

09th  14.8  15.5  10.5
10th  37.8  26.5  22.6
11th  27.3  42.1  36.2
12th  51.6  58.3  50.3

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Have you ever had sexual intercourse?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q59; 2019q54; 2017q54; 2015q54; 2013q57;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual Risk - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who had sexual intercourse for the first time before age 13 years

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  3.5  -  4.0
2015  3.8  2.1  2.8
2017  4.9  3.1  2.4
2019  3.9  2.2  2.3
2021  6.1  3.2  2.3

Sex (2021)
Female  s  2.7  2.1

Male  8.0  3.8  2.4
Grade (2021)

09th  9.1  4.2  2.5
10th  s  2.3  2.2
11th  s  2.7  1.7
12th  s  3.7  2.6

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How old were you when you had sexual intercourse for the first time?
a: I have never had sexual intercourse; b: 11 years old or younger; c: 12 years old; d: 13 years old; e: 14 years old; f: 15 years old; g: 16 years
old; h: 17 years old or older; 
Numerator: bc; denominator: abcdefgh; 
Question number: 2021q60; 2019q55; 2017q55; 2015q55; 2013q58;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual Risk - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who had sexual intercourse with four or more persons during their life

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  11.7  10.4  8.6
2019  8.9  10.6  7.2
2021  6.1  6.3  4.9

Sex (2021)
Female  s  6.9  4.8

Male  6.8  5.7  4.9
Grade (2021)

09th  s  1.8  1.3
10th  s  4.0  2.8
11th  s  5.4  5.0
12th  s  14.5  10.7

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During your life, with how many people have you had sexual intercourse?
a: I have never had sexual intercourse; b: 1 person; c: 2 people; d: 3 people; e: 4 people; f: 5 people; g: 6 or more people; 
Numerator: efg; denominator: abcdefg; 
Question number: 2021q61; 2019q56; 2017q56; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual Risk - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who were currently sexually active (had sexual intercourse with at least one

person) during the past 3 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  38.9  -  35.2
2015  39.9  33.6  31.3
2017  36.9  32.3  29.8
2019  32.4  37.4  29.7
2021  21.8  25.3  21.3

Sex (2021)
Female  27.6  27.6  23.3

Male  17.0  23.2  19.5
Grade (2021)

09th  10.9  11.1  6.3
10th  23.9  16.5  14.3
11th  21.2  31.1  27.7
12th  38.7  44.9  38.7

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 3 months, with how many people did you have sexual intercourse?
a: I have never had sexual intercourse; b: I have had sexual intercourse, but not during the past 3 months; c: 1 person; d: 2 people; e: 3
people; f: 4 people; g: 5 people; h: 6 or more people; 
Numerator: cdefgh; denominator: abcdefgh; 
Question number: 2021q62; 2019q57; 2017q57; 2015q56; 2013q59;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual Risk - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who drank alcohol or used drugs before last sexual intercourse (among students

who were currently sexually active)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  10.9  -  20.7
2015  16.3  20.8  18.9
2017  16.7  19.9  18.7
2019  24.4  23.5  19.6
2021  19.2  17.6  19.0

Sex (2021)
Female  22.2  19.7  18.6

Male  s  14.7  19.2
Grade (2021)

09th  s  17.2  17.9
10th  38.9  16.8  15.2
11th  s  12.2  18.3
12th  s  21.0  20.8

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Did you drink alcohol or use drugs before you had sexual intercourse the last time?
a: I have never had sexual intercourse; b: Yes; c: No; 
Numerator: b; denominator: bc; 
Question number: 2021q63; 2019q58; 2017q58; 2015q57; 2013q60;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual Risk - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who used a condom during last sexual intercourse

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  41.2  50.0  51.5

Sex (2021)
Female  42.3  42.8  47.3

Male  40.0  60.1  56.9
Grade (2021)

09th  s  47.3  55.3
10th  47.1  67.5  56.0
11th  77.8  60.0  52.9
12th  s  37.1  48.6

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: The last time you had sexual intercourse, did you or your partner use a condom?
a: I have never had sexual intercourse; b: Yes; c: No; 
Numerator: b; denominator: bc; 
Question number: 2021q64; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Sexual Risk - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who used birth control pills before last sexual intercourse with opposite-sex

partner

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  14.6  19.9  29.2

Sex (2021)
Female  20.0  24.4  34.4

Male  s  15.2  23.9
Grade (2021)

09th  s  10.3  14.5
10th  s  10.1  23.7
11th  0.0  24.2  29.2
12th  s  24.0  34.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: The last time you had sexual intercourse with an opposite-sex partner, what one method did you or
your partner use to prevent pregnancy? (Select only one response.)
a: I have never had sexual intercourse with an opposite-sex partner; b: No method was used to prevent pregnancy; c: Birth control pills (Do not
count emergency contraception such as Plan B or the “morning after” pill.); d: Condoms; e: An IUD (such as Mirena or ParaGard) or implant
(such as Implanon or Nexplanon); f: A shot (such as Depo-Provera), patch (such as Ortho Evra), or birth control ring (such as NuvaRing); g:
Withdrawal or some other method; 
Numerator: c; denominator: bcdefgh; 
Question number: 2021q65; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Suicide, Sadness and Helplessness
Number and Percent of students who ever felt sad or hopeless (almost every day for 2 or more weeks in a row so

that they stopped doing some usual activities) during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  32.2  -  25.4
2015  35.3  31.8  27.2
2017  34.9  31.0  28.0
2019  43.0  40.8  33.6
2021  50.3  48.6  44.2

Sex (2021)
Female  67.9  64.3  57.5

Male  35.4  32.7  30.7
Grade (2021)

09th  54.1  45.1  40.6
10th  53.2  45.5  42.5
11th  33.3  51.9  46.5
12th  58.8  52.5  47.5

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, did you ever feel so sad or hopeless almost every day for two weeks or
more in a row that you stopped doing some usual activities?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q35; 2019q30; 2017q29; 2015q26; 2013q25;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Suicide, Sadness and Helplessness
Number and Percent of students who ever seriously considered attempting suicide during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  15.5  -  14.4
2015  19.3  18.7  15.3
2017  20.2  20.0  16.1
2019  31.7  21.4  18.4
2021  32.2  28.2  24.7

Sex (2021)
Female  47.6  39.6  32.0

Male  18.9  16.4  16.9
Grade (2021)

09th  35.0  29.9  23.6
10th  42.6  29.7  24.9
11th  17.9  26.9  24.6
12th  29.4  25.9  25.9

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, did you ever seriously consider attempting suicide?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q36; 2019q31; 2017q30; 2015q27; 2013q26;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Suicide, Sadness and Helplessness
Number and Percent of students who made a plan about how they would attempt suicide during the past 12

months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  18.0  14.6  13.3
2021  22.3  21.5  19.3

Sex (2021)
Female  31.3  27.7  24.6

Male  14.7  15.0  13.7
Grade (2021)

09th  26.7  22.2  19.2
10th  19.6  22.5  18.3
11th  15.4  21.4  19.7
12th  26.5  19.0  19.6

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, did you make a plan about how you would attempt suicide?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q37; 2019q32; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Suicide, Sadness and Helplessness
Number and Percent of students who attempted suicide (one or more times) during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  8.3  -  6.7
2015  9.6  8.0  6.8
2017  8.2  7.8  5.9
2019  7.6  7.8  7.0
2021  17.5  13.4  9.8

Sex (2021)
Female  23.7  18.6  13.0

Male  12.4  7.4  6.3
Grade (2021)

09th  22.6  14.1  9.7
10th  21.3  14.2  10.0
11th  s  14.4  9.5
12th  s  9.9  9.5

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, how many times did you actually attempt suicide?
a: 0 times; b: 1 time; c: 2 or 3 times; d: 4 or 5 times; e: 6 or more times; 
Numerator: bcde; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q38; 2019q33; 2017q31; 2015q28; 2013q27;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Suicide, Sadness and Helplessness
Number and Percent of students who had a suicide attempt that resulted in an injury, poisoning, or overdose that

had to be treated by a doctor or nurse during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  4.7  -  2.5
2015  4.0  2.1  2.5
2017  4.3  2.6  2.0
2019  4.7  1.8  2.0
2021  5.4  3.1  2.8

Sex (2021)
Female  7.9  4.5  3.9

Male  s  1.4  1.5
Grade (2021)

09th  s  2.1  2.6
10th  s  2.0  2.8
11th  s  6.1  2.9
12th  s  1.4  2.6

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: If you attempted suicide during the past 12 months, did any attempt result in an injury, poisoning, or
overdose that had to be treated by a doctor or nurse?
a: I did not attempt suicide during the past 12 months; b: Yes; c: No; 
Numerator: b; denominator: abc; 
Question number: 2021q39; 2019q34; 2017q32; 2015q29; 2013q28;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Suicide, Sadness and Helplessness
Number and Percent of students who never or rarely got help they need when they felt sad, empty, hopeless,

angry, or anxious

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  62.8  60.5  57.1

Sex (2021)
Female  68.6  60.7  57.6

Male  56.9  61.3  56.3
Grade (2021)

09th  58.1  58.8  57.8
10th  63.6  62.8  58.1
11th  60.9  59.3  56.3
12th  70.0  61.1  56.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: When you feel sad, empty, hopeless, angry, or anxious, how often do you get the kind of help you
need?
a: I do not feel sad, empty, hopeless, angry, or anxious; b: Never; c: Rarely; d: Sometimes; e: Most of the time; f: Always; 
Numerator: bc; denominator: bcdef; 
Question number: 2021q40; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Tobacco Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who ever used an electronic vapor product

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  54.3  41.7  41.1
2019  60.0  54.9  49.8
2021  39.4  38.3  31.0

Sex (2021)
Female  47.6  42.3  34.4

Male  32.6  34.6  27.8
Grade (2021)

09th  31.7  25.1  19.3
10th  42.6  31.2  26.8
11th  35.9  45.2  35.0
12th  52.9  52.6  44.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Have you ever used an electronic vapor product?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q41; 2019q37; 2017q36; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Tobacco Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who currently used an electronic vapor product (on at least 1 day) during the

past 30 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  34.1  28.9  25.0
2017  30.6  22.2  23.8
2019  48.6  38.9  33.8
2021  21.2  18.9  16.2

Sex (2021)
Female  23.4  21.8  18.9

Male  19.6  16.8  13.7
Grade (2021)

09th  17.5  12.4  9.3
10th  26.1  15.0  12.8
11th  19.4  22.3  19.6
12th  22.6  26.0  24.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, on how many days did you use an electronic vapor product?
a: 0 days; b: 1 or 2 days; c: 3 to 5 days; d: 6 to 9 days; e: 10 to 19 days; f: 20 to 29 days; g: All 30 days; 
Numerator: bcdefg; denominator: abcdefg; 
Question number: 2021q42; 2019q38; 2017q37; 2015q37; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Tobacco Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who usually got their electronic vapor products by buying them themselves in a
convenience store, supermarket, discount store, or gas station (among students who currently used electronic

vapor products) during the 30 days before the survey

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  0.0  0.0  5.2

Sex (2021)
Female  0.0  0.0  4.0

Male  0.0  0.0  6.8
Grade (2021)

09th  0.0  0.0  0.3
10th  0.0  0.0  3.7
11th  0.0  0.0  5.6
12th  0.0  0.0  7.8

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, how did you usually get your electronic vapor products? (Select only one
response.)
a: I did not use any electronic vapor products during the past 30 days; b: I got or bought them from a friend, family member, or someone else; c:
I bought them myself in a vape shop or tobacco shop; d: I bought them myself in a convenience store, supermarket, discount store, or gas
station; e: I bought them myself at a mall or shopping center kiosk or stand; f: I bought them myself on the Internet, such as from a product
website, vape store website, or other website like eBay, Amazon, Facebook Marketplace, or Craigslist; g: I took them from a store or another
person; 
Numerator: d; denominator: bcdefgh; 
Question number: 2021q43; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Tobacco Use - Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who tried to quit using all tobacco products (including cigarettes, electronic
vapor products, smokeless tobacco, cigars, shisha or hookah tobacco, or pipe tobacco, among students who

used any tobacco products) during the 12 months before the survey

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  65.3  52.8  48.5

Sex (2021)
Female  61.5  62.0  51.2

Male  69.6  44.8  45.3
Grade (2021)

09th  68.8  57.7  49.6
10th  61.5  49.4  50.2
11th  70.0  57.4  46.1
12th  60.0  48.7  49.0

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, did you ever try to quit using all tobacco products?
a: I did not use cigarettes, electronic vapor products, smokeless tobacco, cigars, shisha or hookah tobacco, or pipe tobacco during the past 12
months; b: Yes; c: No; 
Numerator: b; denominator: bc; 
Question number: 2021q44; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Vehicle and Bicycle Safety
Number and Percent of students who rarely or never wore a bicycle helmet (among students who had ridden a

bicycle) during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  80.6  -  60.0
2015  78.6  65.3  56.3
2017  80.6  59.9  57.4
2019  83.7  58.8  54.4
2021  68.6  63.8  57.3

Sex (2021)
Female  68.6  65.3  57.3

Male  68.7  62.5  57.5
Grade (2021)

09th  56.5  53.7  54.2
10th  84.0  60.4  54.8
11th  70.4  72.8  61.6
12th  75.0  73.4  60.0

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: When you rode a bicycle during the past 12 months, how often did you wear a helmet?
a: I did not ride a bicycle during the past 12 months; b: Never wore a helmet; c: Rarely wore a helmet; d: Sometimes wore a helmet; e: Most of
the time wore a helmet; f: Always wore a helmet; 
Numerator: bc; denominator: bcdef; 
Question number: 2021q9; 2019q9; 2017q9; 2015q9; 2013q9;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Vehicle and Bicycle Safety
Number and Percent of students who did not always wear a seat belt (when riding in a car driven by someone

else)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  53.5  -  42.8
2015  52.8  46.3  39.9
2017  53.2  38.8  37.2
2019  50.0  37.2  32.6
2021  41.5  34.4  32.6

Sex (2021)
Female  42.4  35.7  33.8

Male  41.2  33.5  31.3
Grade (2021)

09th  36.1  29.7  33.1
10th  53.2  36.9  31.6
11th  40.0  29.9  32.6
12th  37.1  40.9  32.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How often do you wear a seat belt when riding in a car driven by someone else?
a: Never; b: Rarely; c: Sometimes; d: Most of the time; e: Always; 
Numerator: abcd; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q10; 2019q10; 2017q11; 2015q11; 2013q11;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Vehicle and Bicycle Safety
Number and Percent of students who rarely or never wear a seat belt when driving (among students who drive a

car)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  9.3  -  8.3
2015  11.6  9.5  7.7
2017  15.2  6.3  6.3
2019  12.9  3.7  4.8
2021  6.1  6.1  4.5

Sex (2021)
Female  s  5.3  3.1

Male  s  6.5  5.8
Grade (2021)

09th  s  13.5  9.0
10th  s  5.6  2.2
11th  s  2.8  3.6
12th  s  6.0  5.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How often do you wear a seat belt when driving a car?
a: I do not drive a car; b: Never; c: Rarely; d: Sometimes; e: Most of the time; f: Always; 
Numerator: bc; denominator: bcdef; 
Question number: 2021q11; 2019q11; 2017q10; 2015q10; 2013q10;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Vehicle and Bicycle Safety
Number and Percent of students who rode with a driver who had been drinking alcohol (in a car or other vehicle,

one or more times during the 30 days before the survey)

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  21.2  -  17.4
2015  20.0  18.6  15.8
2017  15.6  16.3  14.4
2019  17.1  15.9  14.9
2021  13.9  14.6  15.1

Sex (2021)
Female  16.9  17.3  16.9

Male  11.5  11.6  13.2
Grade (2021)

09th  18.3  11.8  14.6
10th  17.0  17.0  14.5
11th  s  13.5  14.8
12th  s  15.3  16.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, how many times did you ride in a car or other vehicle driven by someone
who had been drinking alcohol?
a: 0 times; b: 1 time; c: 2 or 3 times; d: 4 or 5 times; e: 6 or more times; 
Numerator: bcde; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q12; 2019q12; 2017q12; 2015q12; 2013q12;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Vehicle and Bicycle Safety
Number and Percent of students who texted or e-mailed while driving a car or other vehicle (on at least 1 day

during the past 30 days, among students who had driven a car or other vehicle) during the past 30 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  36.2  -  47.7
2015  37.8  37.7  43.7
2017  31.4  37.7  41.7
2019  29.9  41.2  44.2
2021  25.6  41.3  42.9

Sex (2021)
Female  22.2  46.5  45.9

Male  30.6  37.2  40.1
Grade (2021)

09th  s  15.8  15.3
10th  s  9.7  12.5
11th  25.9  46.6  47.6
12th  40.0  62.9  61.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, on how many days did you text or e-mail while driving a car or other vehicle?
a: I did not drive a car or other vehicle during the past 30 days; b: 0 days; c: 1 or 2 days; d: 3 to 5 days; e: 6 to 9 days; f: 10 to 19 days; g: 20 to
29 days; h: All 30 days; 
Numerator: cdefgh; denominator: bcdefgh; 
Question number: 2021q14; 2019q14; 2017q14; 2015q14; 2013q14;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Physical Inactivity and Unhealthy Dietary Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who described themselves as slightly or very overweight

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  37.6  34.3  30.0

Sex (2021)
Female  44.0  40.1  33.2

Male  31.9  29.5  27.0
Grade (2021)

09th  40.0  36.9  30.7
10th  40.4  32.3  29.5
11th  33.3  29.8  29.8
12th  34.3  38.7  30.3

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: How do you describe your weight?
a: Very underweight; b: Slightly underweight; c: About the right weight; d: Slightly overweight; e: Very overweight; 
Numerator: de; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q68; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Physical Inactivity and Unhealthy Dietary Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who were trying to lose weight

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  53.9  -  45.7
2015  48.1  46.9  44.1
2017  -  -  -
2019  52.7  50.3  43.9
2021  44.4  45.7  42.5

Sex (2021)
Female  52.4  60.3  55.2

Male  36.6  32.2  30.5
Grade (2021)

09th  46.7  47.7  44.7
10th  51.1  44.1  42.7
11th  35.1  49.3  42.3
12th  41.2  41.7  40.8

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Which of the following are you trying to do about your weight?
a: Lose weight; b: Gain weight; c: Stay the same weight; d: I am not trying to do anything about my weight; 
Numerator: a; denominator: abcd; 
Question number: 2021q69; 2019q63; 2017q999; 2015q60; 2013q65;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Physical Inactivity and Unhealthy Dietary Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who did not drink a can, bottle, or glass of soda or pop (such as Coke, Pepsi, or

Sprite, not counting diet soda or diet pop) during the past 7 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  31.2  33.2  37.0
2017  27.6  34.4  37.4
2019  31.4  33.7  37.4
2021  29.8  34.8  39.7

Sex (2021)
Female  37.3  37.6  45.1

Male  22.3  31.3  34.6
Grade (2021)

09th  18.6  38.4  38.8
10th  40.4  35.9  39.7
11th  40.5  34.5  40.4
12th  22.9  30.3  40.5

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 7 days, how many times did you drink a can, bottle, or glass of soda or pop, such as
Coke, Pepsi, or Sprite? (Do not count diet soda or diet pop.)
a: I did not drink soda or pop during the past 7 days; b: 1 to 3 times during the past 7 days; c: 4 to 6 times during the past 7 days; d: 1 time per
day; e: 2 times per day; f: 3 times per day; g: 4 or more times per day; 
Numerator: a; denominator: abcdefg; 
Question number: 2021q70; 2019q67; 2017q67; 2015q62; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Physical Inactivity and Unhealthy Dietary Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who did not drink a bottle or glass of plain water during the past 7 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  4.7  3.5  3.1
2019  5.9  3.4  2.6
2021  0.0  3.2  3.7

Sex (2021)
Female  0.0  2.2  3.2

Male  0.0  4.2  4.0
Grade (2021)

09th  0.0  3.7  3.5
10th  0.0  4.0  3.0
11th  0.0  1.8  4.1
12th  0.0  3.2  4.0

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 7 days, how many times did you drink a bottle or glass of plain water? (Count tap,
bottled, and unflavored sparkling water.)
a: I did not drink water during the past 7 days; b: 1 to 3 times during the past 7 days; c: 4 to 6 times during the past 7 days; d: 1 time per day; e:
2 times per day; f: 3 times per day; g: 4 or more times per day; 
Numerator: a; denominator: abcdefg; 
Question number: 2021q71; 2019q68; 2017q68; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Physical Inactivity and Unhealthy Dietary Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who drank a can, bottle, or glass of a sugar-sweetened beverage (such as

sports drinks, energy drinks, lemonade, sweetened tea or coffee drinks, flavored milk, Snapple, or Sunny Delight,
not counting soda or pop, one or more times per day) during the past 7 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  22.9  17.3  18.6
2019  17.6  16.3  18.0
2021  24.0  22.0  18.2

Sex (2021)
Female  19.8  20.4  17.7

Male  26.9  23.4  18.6
Grade (2021)

09th  20.7  15.0  15.3
10th  19.6  23.2  17.1
11th  25.0  25.1  19.7
12th  34.3  25.3  21.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 7 days, how many times did you drink a can, bottle, or glass of a sugar-sweetened
beverage such as sports drinks (for example, Gatorade or PowerAde), energy drinks (for example, Red Bull or Jolt), lemonade, sweetened tea
or coffee drinks, flavored milk, Snapple, or Sunny Delight? (Do not count soda or pop.)
a: I did not drink these sugar-sweetened beverages during the past 7 days; b: 1 to 3 times during the past 7 days; c: 4 to 6 times during the
past 7 days; d: 1 time per day; e: 2 times per day; f: 3 times per day; g: 4 or more times per day; 
Numerator: defg; denominator: abcdefg; 
Question number: 2021q72; 2019q69; 2017q66; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Physical Inactivity and Unhealthy Dietary Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who did not eat breakfast during the past 7 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  20.5  17.5  14.1
2021  14.2  17.9  18.2

Sex (2021)
Female  15.9  18.0  20.3

Male  12.9  18.2  16.0
Grade (2021)

09th  13.8  17.2  18.6
10th  15.2  15.0  17.6
11th  13.5  17.8  18.0
12th  14.3  21.6  18.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 7 days, on how many days did you eat breakfast?
a: 0 days; b: 1 day; c: 2 days; d: 3 days; e: 4 days; f: 5 days; g: 6 days; h: 7 days; 
Numerator: a; denominator: abcdefgh; 
Question number: 2021q73; 2019q70; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Physical Inactivity and Unhealthy Dietary Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who were physically active at least 60 minutes per day on 5 or more days during

the past 7 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  48.3  -  47.0
2015  47.0  48.3  46.9
2017  49.6  48.9  47.2
2019  34.8  50.3  47.1
2021  44.2  50.6  46.2

Sex (2021)
Female  38.8  43.7  37.8

Male  48.9  58.0  54.6
Grade (2021)

09th  50.0  53.1  51.4
10th  46.7  53.5  47.8
11th  40.0  48.9  43.5
12th  35.3  46.4  41.6

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 7 days, on how many days were you physically active for a total of at least 60 minutes
per day? (Add up all the time you spent in any kind of physical activity that increased your heart rate and made you breathe hard some of the
time.)
a: 0 days; b: 1 day; c: 2 days; d: 3 days; e: 4 days; f: 5 days; g: 6 days; h: 7 days; 
Numerator: fgh; denominator: abcdefgh; 
Question number: 2021q74; 2019q71; 2017q69; 2015q63; 2013q69;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Physical Inactivity and Unhealthy Dietary Behaviors
Number and Percent of students who spent 3 or more hours per day on screen time

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  76.9  80.9  78.8

Sex (2021)
Female  83.8  86.6  80.1

Male  71.0  75.9  77.5
Grade (2021)

09th  82.8  80.6  77.4
10th  69.6  79.9  80.3
11th  77.1  81.8  79.7
12th  76.5  81.7  78.4

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: On an average school day, how many hours do you spend in front of a TV, computer, smart phone,
or other electronic device watching shows or videos, playing games, accessing the Internet, or using social media (also called “screen time”)?
(Do not count time spent doing schoolwork.)
a: Less than 1 hour per day; b: 1 hour per day; c: 2 hours per day; d: 3 hours per day; e: 4 hours per day; f: 5 or more hours per day; 
Numerator: def; denominator: abcdef; 
Question number: 2021q75; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Bullying, Electronic Bullying and Fighting
Number and Percent of students who carried a weapon (such as a gun, knife, or club, on at least 1 day) during

the past 30 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  19.1  19.0  16.0
2019  20.7  16.4  14.4
2021  31.1  21.1  15.6

Sex (2021)
Female  25.0  12.5  9.7

Male  36.8  29.0  21.1
Grade (2021)

09th  28.3  20.9  14.0
10th  29.8  17.8  15.7
11th  32.5  19.9  16.8
12th  36.4  25.0  15.8

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, on how many days did you carry a weapon such as a gun, knife, or club?
a: 0 days; b: 1 day; c: 2 or 3 days; d: 4 or 5 days; e: 6 or more days; 
Numerator: bcde; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q15; 2019q15; 2017q15; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Bullying, Electronic Bullying and Fighting
Number and Percent of students who carried a weapon on school property (such as a gun, knife, or club, on at

least 1 day) during the past 30 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  5.5  4.3  3.6
2019  4.8  2.7  2.8
2021  4.4  4.0  2.9

Sex (2021)
Female  5.9  3.3  2.1

Male  s  4.7  3.5
Grade (2021)

09th  s  3.6  2.1
10th  s  2.8  2.7
11th  s  2.8  3.2
12th  s  6.7  3.3

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, on how many days did you carry a weapon such as a gun, knife, or club on
school property?
a: 0 days; b: 1 day; c: 2 or 3 days; d: 4 or 5 days; e: 6 or more days; 
Numerator: bcde; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q16; 2019q16; 2017q16; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Bullying, Electronic Bullying and Fighting
Number and Percent of students who did not go to school because they felt unsafe at school or on their way to or

from school (on at least 1 day) during the past 30 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  9.1  -  5.7
2015  8.9  5.4  5.4
2017  9.7  5.6  5.2
2019  10.6  6.6  6.9
2021  12.2  16.0  9.6

Sex (2021)
Female  13.1  21.1  11.9

Male  11.5  11.0  7.0
Grade (2021)

09th  16.4  15.5  9.0
10th  12.8  12.9  9.4
11th  s  21.6  9.4
12th  s  13.7  10.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, on how many days did you not go to school because you felt you would be
unsafe at school or on your way to or from school?
a: 0 days; b: 1 day; c: 2 or 3 days; d: 4 or 5 days; e: 6 or more days; 
Numerator: bcde; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q17; 2019q17; 2017q17; 2015q15; 2013q15;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Bullying, Electronic Bullying and Fighting
Number and Percent of students who were threatened or injured with a weapon on school property (such as a

gun, knife, or club, one or more times) during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  9.7  8.2  6.7
2019  7.0  7.3  6.4
2021  12.1  7.9  6.8

Sex (2021)
Female  9.5  8.2  6.6

Male  14.4  7.5  6.8
Grade (2021)

09th  16.7  7.9  7.2
10th  s  8.9  6.4
11th  17.5  4.3  6.3
12th  s  9.5  6.6

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, how many times has someone threatened or injured you with a weapon
such as a gun, knife, or club on school property?
a: 0 times; b: 1 time; c: 2 or 3 times; d: 4 or 5 times; e: 6 or 7 times; f: 8 or 9 times; g: 10 or 11 times; h: 12 or more times; 
Numerator: bcdefgh; denominator: abcdefgh; 
Question number: 2021q18; 2019q18; 2017q18; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Bullying, Electronic Bullying and Fighting
Number and Percent of students who were in a physical fight one or more times during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  24.5  22.4  19.2
2019  -  -  -
2021  24.7  20.4  16.8

Sex (2021)
Female  22.6  15.3  11.6

Male  26.8  24.9  21.5
Grade (2021)

09th  31.1  23.2  20.1
10th  25.5  25.3  17.4
11th  22.5  13.4  15.7
12th  14.7  18.1  12.8

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, how many times were you in a physical fight?
a: 0 times; b: 1 time; c: 2 or 3 times; d: 4 or 5 times; e: 6 or 7 times; f: 8 or 9 times; g: 10 or 11 times; h: 12 or more times; 
Numerator: bcdefgh; denominator: abcdefgh; 
Question number: 2021q19; 2019q999; 2017q19; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Bullying, Electronic Bullying and Fighting
Number and Percent of students who were in a physical fight on school property (one or more times) during the

past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  10.7  -  6.9
2015  11.1  8.4  6.4
2017  -  -  -
2019  15.9  10.1  7.9
2021  7.2  6.1  4.9

Sex (2021)
Female  6.0  3.6  2.7

Male  8.4  8.3  7.0
Grade (2021)

09th  10.2  7.5  6.3
10th  s  8.0  5.1
11th  s  2.2  4.2
12th  s  5.2  3.3

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, how many times were you in a physical fight on school property?
a: 0 times; b: 1 time; c: 2 or 3 times; d: 4 or 5 times; e: 6 or 7 times; f: 8 or 9 times; g: 10 or 11 times; h: 12 or more times; 
Numerator: bcdefgh; denominator: abcdefgh; 
Question number: 2021q20; 2019q19; 2017q999; 2015q17; 2013q17;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Bullying, Electronic Bullying and Fighting
Number and Percent of students who ever saw someone get physically attacked, beaten, stabbed, or shot in their

neighborhood

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  29.3  23.1  17.0

Sex (2021)
Female  25.3  22.9  17.1

Male  33.0  22.6  16.6
Grade (2021)

09th  30.0  24.7  17.3
10th  31.9  23.1  17.5
11th  32.5  24.1  16.3
12th  20.6  19.6  16.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Have you ever seen someone get physically attacked, beaten, stabbed, or shot in your
neighborhood?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q21; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Bullying, Electronic Bullying and Fighting
Number and Percent of students who were ever bullied on school property during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  30.5  -  22.8
2015  30.0  30.1  22.1
2017  32.0  25.6  21.4
2019  30.1  28.8  23.0
2021  24.4  24.1  20.0

Sex (2021)
Female  31.0  28.8  23.6

Male  18.8  19.7  16.0
Grade (2021)

09th  27.9  27.8  22.7
10th  23.4  23.1  20.1
11th  23.7  23.9  19.0
12th  20.6  20.7  17.4

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, have you ever been bullied on school property?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q33; 2019q27; 2017q26; 2015q23; 2013q22;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Bullying, Electronic Bullying and Fighting
Number and Percent of students who were ever electronically bullied (counting being bullied through texting,

Instagram, Facebook, or other social media) during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  23.7  20.8  19.0
2019  23.1  24.4  20.1
2021  22.7  25.0  21.8

Sex (2021)
Female  32.1  34.5  28.7

Male  14.6  15.7  14.9
Grade (2021)

09th  23.0  27.3  23.0
10th  17.0  22.7  21.8
11th  25.6  26.8  22.3
12th  26.5  22.6  19.6

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, have you ever been electronically bullied? (Count being bullied through
texting, Instagram, Facebook, or other social media.)
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q34; 2019q28; 2017q27; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Bullying, Electronic Bullying and Fighting
Number and Percent of students who had a concussion from playing a sport or being physically active (one or

more times) during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  17.2  15.7  14.4
2019  21.0  18.3  14.7
2021  15.7  14.8  12.3

Sex (2021)
Female  12.8  13.4  10.8

Male  18.3  16.4  13.7
Grade (2021)

09th  19.6  13.7  12.2
10th  19.6  17.9  13.5
11th  16.7  12.2  11.6
12th  s  14.7  11.4

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, how many times did you have a concussion from playing a sport or being
physically active?
a: 0 times; b: 1 time; c: 2 times; d: 3 times; e: 4 or more times; 
Numerator: bcde; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q76; 2019q74; 2017q73; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other Health Risks
Number and Percent of students who described their grades in school as mostly A’s or B’s during the past 12

months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  66.8  -  73.4
2015  67.2  63.1  74.5
2017  56.0  73.4  77.6
2019  57.5  70.7  77.0
2021  54.6  69.7  75.8

Sex (2021)
Female  62.4  77.9  80.1

Male  48.5  62.3  72.0
Grade (2021)

09th  65.6  65.2  73.8
10th  51.1  67.4  76.9
11th  45.0  72.8  75.0
12th  51.4  76.5  78.7

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, how would you describe your grades in school?
a: Mostly A’s; b: Mostly B’s; c: Mostly C’s; d: Mostly D’s; e: Mostly F’s; f: None of these grades; g: Not sure; 
Numerator: ab; denominator: abcdefg; 
Question number: 2021q8; 2019q8; 2017q8; 2015q8; 2013q8;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other Health Risks
Number and Percent of students who were tested for a sexually transmitted disease (STD) other than HIV, such

as chlamydia or gonorrhea during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  10.9  13.4  9.2
2021  4.5  6.6  5.7

Sex (2021)
Female  8.5  8.7  7.4

Male  s  4.7  4.0
Grade (2021)

09th  s  2.1  2.0
10th  s  3.9  3.9
11th  0.0  6.6  6.3
12th  s  13.6  10.8

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 12 months, have you been tested for a sexually transmitted disease (STD) other than
HIV, such as chlamydia or gonorrhea?
a: Yes; b: No; c: Not sure; 
Numerator: a; denominator: abc; 
Question number: 2021q77; 2019q76; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other Health Risks
Number and Percent of students who saw a dentist (for a check-up, exam, teeth cleaning, or other dental work)

during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  75.7  78.2  82.7
2017  68.6  79.7  82.8
2019  66.5  80.9  83.6
2021  59.7  74.5  78.5

Sex (2021)
Female  61.0  77.3  79.8

Male  58.1  72.0  77.5
Grade (2021)

09th  54.2  70.2  78.1
10th  69.6  73.5  80.7
11th  56.8  77.6  78.2
12th  58.8  77.7  77.6

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: When was the last time you saw a dentist for a check-up, exam, teeth cleaning, or other dental work?
a: During the past 12 months; b: Between 12 and 24 months ago; c: More than 24 months ago; d: Never; e: Not sure; 
Numerator: a; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q78; 2019q77; 2017q75; 2015q68; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other Health Risks
Number and Percent of students who saw a doctor or nurse (for a check-up or physical exam when they were not

sick or injured) during the past 12 months

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  71.9  70.2  79.3
2017  66.4  69.7  76.8
2019  64.9  76.8  80.7
2021  64.9  70.4  77.9

Sex (2021)
Female  59.3  73.3  79.2

Male  69.6  68.4  77.0
Grade (2021)

09th  65.5  68.8  78.3
10th  77.8  76.0  79.7
11th  54.1  67.9  78.1
12th  58.8  69.1  75.9

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: When was the last time you saw a doctor or nurse for a check-up or physical exam when you were
not sick or injured?
a: During the past 12 months; b: Between 12 and 24 months ago; c: More than 24 months ago; d: Never; e: Not sure; 
Numerator: a; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q79; 2019q78; 2017q74; 2015q69; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other Health Risks
Number and Percent of students who had ever been told by a doctor or nurse that they had asthma

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  29.5  -  22.1
2015  26.1  24.4  22.3
2017  -  -  -
2019  27.6  24.2  22.6
2021  22.2  20.7  19.6

Sex (2021)
Female  24.4  22.1  19.8

Male  20.4  19.4  19.4
Grade (2021)

09th  30.5  24.3  18.9
10th  21.7  19.5  18.8
11th  13.5  18.6  19.6
12th  17.6  20.0  21.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Has a doctor or nurse ever told you that you have asthma?
a: Yes; b: No; c: Not sure; 
Numerator: a; denominator: abc; 
Question number: 2021q80; 2019q79; 2017q999; 2015q70; 2013q72;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other Health Risks
Number and Percent of students who reported that their mental health was most of the time or always not good

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  37.5  39.4  36.2

Sex (2021)
Female  52.4  53.4  50.2

Male  23.7  25.1  21.8
Grade (2021)

09th  44.1  40.3  32.0
10th  41.3  37.9  35.4
11th  24.3  42.4  38.7
12th  35.3  37.9  39.0

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, how often was your mental health not good? (Poor mental health includes
stress, anxiety, and depression.)
a: Never; b: Rarely; c: Sometimes; d: Most of the time; e: Always; 
Numerator: de; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q81; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other Health Risks
Number and Percent of students who got 8 or more hours of sleep on an average school night

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  33.3  29.3  28.4
2017  26.9  25.1  25.5
2019  23.9  24.8  23.9
2021  21.0  22.4  23.3

Sex (2021)
Female  17.1  20.7  20.8

Male  24.7  24.4  26.0
Grade (2021)

09th  16.9  28.4  29.9
10th  21.7  23.2  24.6
11th  32.4  20.0  20.7
12th  14.7  16.8  17.4

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: On an average school night, how many hours of sleep do you get?
a: 4 or less hours; b: 5 hours; c: 6 hours; d: 7 hours; e: 8 hours; f: 9 hours; g: 10 or more hours; 
Numerator: efg; denominator: abcdefg; 
Question number: 2021q82; 2019q80; 2017q76; 2015q71; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other Health Risks
Number and Percent of students who usually did not sleep in their parent’s or guardian’s home

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  3.9  2.1  2.5
2019  3.3  3.1  2.2
2021  2.9  2.2  1.6

Sex (2021)
Female  s  1.1  1.2

Male  s  3.0  1.8
Grade (2021)

09th  s  2.0  1.0
10th  s  1.4  1.2
11th  s  1.1  1.6
12th  s  3.6  2.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, where did you usually sleep?
a: In my parent’s or guardian’s home; b: In the home of a friend, family member, or other person because I had to leave my home or my parent
or guardian cannot afford housing; c: In a shelter or emergency housing; d: In a motel or hotel; e: In a car, park, campground, or other public
place; f: I do not have a usual place to sleep; g: Somewhere else; 
Numerator: bcdef; denominator: abcdefg; 
Question number: 2021q83; 2019q83; 2017q82; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other Health Risks
Number and Percent of students who have ever slept away from their parents or guardians because they were

kicked out, ran away, or were abandoned during the past 30 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  4.5  4.5  4.5
2019  7.1  3.9  4.2
2021  6.2  4.4  3.3

Sex (2021)
Female  7.3  4.1  3.4

Male  5.4  3.9  3.2
Grade (2021)

09th  8.5  3.7  2.6
10th  s  2.7  2.9
11th  s  3.7  2.8
12th  0.0  7.4  4.6

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, did you ever sleep away from your parents or guardians because you were
kicked out, ran away, or were abandoned?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q84; 2019q84; 2017q83; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other Health Risks
Number and Percent of students who had never or rarely been made sure the basic needs were met by an adult

in the household

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  5.2  5.6  6.9

Sex (2021)
Female  7.4  5.1  6.7

Male  s  6.0  6.9
Grade (2021)

09th  s  4.4  6.9
10th  s  5.9  7.2
11th  s  3.5  5.6
12th  s  8.1  7.7

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During your life, how often has there been an adult in your household who tried hard to make sure
your basic needs were met, such as looking after your safety and making sure you had clean clothes and enough to eat?
a: Never; b: Rarely; c: Sometimes; d: Most of the time; e: Always; 
Numerator: ab; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q85; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other Health Risks
Number and Percent of students who always or most of the time went hungry because there was not enough food

in their home during the past 30 days

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  5.2  2.4  2.0

Sex (2021)
Female  s  2.8  2.0

Male  5.5  2.0  1.9
Grade (2021)

09th  s  2.7  1.9
10th  s  2.2  1.6
11th  s  2.0  1.9
12th  s  2.1  2.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During the past 30 days, how often did you go hungry because there was not enough food in your
home?
a: Never; b: Rarely; c: Sometimes; d: Most of the time; e: Always; 
Numerator: de; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q86; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other Health Risks
Number and Percent of students who were ever injured on the paid job badly enough that needed to go to a

nurse, doctor or hospital

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  5.1  5.1  5.5

Sex (2021)
Female  s  4.6  4.0

Male  s  5.6  6.7
Grade (2021)

09th  s  4.9  4.9
10th  s  4.7  5.2
11th  s  3.4  5.2
12th  s  6.3  5.6

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: If you worked for pay during the past 12 months, were you ever injured on the job badly enough that
you needed to go to a nurse, doctor, or hospital?
a: I did not work for pay during the past 12 months; b: Yes; c: No; 
Numerator: b; denominator: bc; 
Question number: 2021q87; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other Health Risks
Number and Percent of students who do not believe that students help decide what happens in their school

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  27.7  28.8  23.4

Sex (2021)
Female  28.0  28.7  22.0

Male  27.8  29.4  24.5
Grade (2021)

09th  27.6  25.6  16.4
10th  23.9  24.4  22.3
11th  40.0  28.6  26.9
12th  20.6  35.0  28.4

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Do you agree or disagree that students help decide what goes on in your school?
a: Strongly agree; b: Agree; c: Not sure; d: Disagree; e: Strongly disagree; 
Numerator: de; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q106; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other life experience
Number and Percent of students who were most of the time or always sworn at, insulted or put down by a parent

or other adult in the home

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  18.0  22.8  16.4

Sex (2021)
Female  25.3  30.3  22.3

Male  11.6  14.8  10.3
Grade (2021)

09th  18.0  16.8  14.3
10th  21.3  24.1  16.6
11th  13.5  24.1  16.6
12th  18.2  25.0  17.7

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During your life, how often has a parent or other adult in your home sworn at you, insulted you, or put
you down?
a: Never; b: Rarely; c: Sometimes; d: Most of the time; e: Always; 
Numerator: de; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q30; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other life experience
Number and Percent of students who were most of the time or always hit, beat, kicked or physically hurt by a

parent or other adult in the home

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  s  2.3  2.2

Sex (2021)
Female  s  2.7  2.3

Male  s  1.7  2.0
Grade (2021)

09th  s  2.8  1.9
10th  s  1.5  1.6
11th  s  2.9  2.7
12th  0.0  2.3  2.5

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During your life, how often has a parent or other adult in your home hit, beat, kicked, or physically
hurt you in any way?
a: Never; b: Rarely; c: Sometimes; d: Most of the time; e: Always; 
Numerator: de; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q31; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other life experience
Number and Percent of students who most of the time or always had parents or other adults slapped, hit, kicked,

punched or beat each other up in the home

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  s  2.3  1.8

Sex (2021)
Female  s  2.7  2.2

Male  s  1.6  1.3
Grade (2021)

09th  s  3.2  1.4
10th  0.0  0.4  1.3
11th  s  3.7  1.9
12th  0.0  1.8  2.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During your life, how often have your parents or other adults in your home slapped, hit, kicked,
punched, or beat each other up?
a: Never; b: Rarely; c: Sometimes; d: Most of the time; e: Always; 
Numerator: de; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q32; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other life experience
Number and Percent of students who had parents or adults in their family serving in the military

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  17.7  -  15.2
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  9.2  9.1  8.7

Sex (2021)
Female  11.0  10.1  8.5

Male  7.8  8.5  8.9
Grade (2021)

09th  11.9  11.7  10.2
10th  s  8.4  9.6
11th  s  7.0  7.1
12th  s  8.3  7.6

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Are either of your parents or other adults in your family serving on active duty in the military?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q88; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q75;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other life experience
Number and Percent of students who had ever lived with someone who was having a problem with alcohol or

drug use

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  51.4  44.7  31.8

Sex (2021)
Female  59.3  51.1  35.9

Male  45.1  38.0  27.3
Grade (2021)

09th  53.4  42.8  29.1
10th  52.2  41.7  30.5
11th  40.0  46.6  33.2
12th  58.8  48.4  34.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Have you ever lived with someone who was having a problem with alcohol or drug use?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q89; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other life experience
Number and Percent of students who had ever lived with someone who was depressed, mentally ill, or suicidal

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  50.3  50.0  41.1

Sex (2021)
Female  68.3  61.0  50.0

Male  34.1  39.1  32.0
Grade (2021)

09th  45.8  45.7  36.6
10th  58.7  45.8  39.3
11th  29.4  51.4  43.2
12th  67.6  58.4  46.1

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Have you ever lived with someone who was depressed, mentally ill, or suicidal?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q90; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other life experience
Number and Percent of students who had ever been separated from a parent or guardian because they went to

jail, prison, or a detention center

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  22.1  18.3  10.7

Sex (2021)
Female  27.5  19.4  11.6

Male  17.6  17.3  9.7
Grade (2021)

09th  22.8  18.2  10.4
10th  23.9  17.7  10.4
11th  14.3  19.6  10.5
12th  26.5  17.6  11.0

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Have you ever been separated from a parent or guardian because they went to jail, prison, or a
detention center?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q91; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other life experience
Number and Percent of students who never or rarely felt able to talk to an adult in the family or another caring

adult about their feelings

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  42.8  36.8  32.8

Sex (2021)
Female  50.0  39.4  34.2

Male  36.3  33.8  30.9
Grade (2021)

09th  39.0  39.6  33.2
10th  47.8  36.5  32.6
11th  38.2  36.9  33.1
12th  47.1  34.5  31.9

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: During your life, how often have you felt that you were able to talk to an adult in your family or
another caring adult about your feelings?
a: Never; b: Rarely; c: Sometimes; d: Most of the time; e: Always; 
Numerator: ab; denominator: abcde; 
Question number: 2021q92; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other life experience
Number and Percent of students who had ever seen pornography, also called porn, either on purpose or by

accident

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  74.6  77.7  75.2

Sex (2021)
Female  71.6  73.1  67.8

Male  78.2  81.6  82.2
Grade (2021)

09th  64.9  73.4  67.5
10th  86.4  77.9  74.3
11th  74.3  81.4  79.2
12th  75.8  78.9  80.9

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Have you ever seen pornography, also called porn, either on purpose or by accident? (Count any
porn that you saw, including pictures, on TV, phones, computers, or iPads or other tablets, in books, magazines, or movie theaters.)
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q93; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;



2021 Youth Risk Behavior Survey Franklin High School

Category: Other life experience
Number and Percent of students who had ever been forced to work or do something illegal by someone who got

money or something of value for what they did

 School*  Region+  NH+
 %  %  %

Year
2013  -  -  -
2015  -  -  -
2017  -  -  -
2019  -  -  -
2021  4.6  5.2  4.0

Sex (2021)
Female  s  4.4  3.5

Male  5.5  6.1  4.4
Grade (2021)

09th  s  5.1  2.7
10th  s  3.9  3.4
11th  s  5.0  4.3
12th  0.0  6.1  5.2

Notes
*: School results are calculated using non-scientific survey data.
+: Region and state results are calculated and weighted using the CDC
scientific survey sample. Caution should be used when comparing the school
results.
s: To protect confidentiality the data have been suppressed. Cells are
suppressed when the denominator is less than 30 students or the numerator
is between 1 and 4 students for sex and grade. Numerators that are zero not
not suppressed.

How the question was actually asked: Have you ever been forced to work or do something illegal by someone who got money or something
of value for what you did?
a: Yes; b: No; 
Numerator: a; denominator: ab; 
Question number: 2021q94; 2019q999; 2017q999; 2015q999; 2013q999;


